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Name: Doraff

Code: UNS07

Designer:  Ben van Berkel/UNStudio

DORAFF

Seat



Seat
Product description

- One object, multiple functions. A piece of furniture but also a children's chair with a dual nature: a simple seat or a small
workstation with a surface on which to draw or do other things.
- Designed to meet the needs of children, to stimulate the fundamental path along which active play develops their
creativity and independence.
- Colourful, durable and safe because it is designed to ensure complete stability when used as a seat by children
- Proposed in three colours: red, light blue and yellow
- Can also be used outdoors
- Made in Italy with 100% recyclable thermoplastic resin
- Washable

Technical notes

UNS07 LAZ  Doraff Seat in polyethylene, light blue.  
UNS07 R Doraff Seat in polyethylene, red. 
UNS07 Y Doraff Seat in polyethylene, yellow. 
cm 67x55 – h cm 28 / 26 ½”x21 ¾” – h 11”

Metaproject notes

Doraff is a new type of playful furniture that combines the shapes of a dog and a giraffe into a versatile object for children. 
At once a chair, a table, a domestic presence, Doraff also stimulates the child’s imagination during the interaction.
Children can imagine they are riding a giraffe or playing with their dog, or they can easily flip the lightweight figure to use 
the differently sized surfaces to play games on, read and eat from. Available in a variety of colours, Doraff is a hybrid of a 
furniture element and an affective object, as well as a design object that can be used in a variety of locations.
Ben van Berkel

Dutch designer Ben Van Berkel, inspired by his personal experience as a parent facing his children's small but great 
achievements, is tackling the design of a children's collection for the first time. "Giro Kids" is a basic table set complete 
with everything a child needs to eat their first meals on their own. "Doraff" is a multifunctional seat that leaves room for 
their innate imagination and creativity: a unique shape which, depending on how you position it, resembles the stylised 
silhouette of a dog or giraffe.

"Doraff" is a seat, but also a furnishing element that enriches the rooms it is placed in: a presence with an original and 
colourful design that adds character to any space. From a functional point of view, "Doraff" lends itself to several uses, 
inviting children to use their playful imagination. Positioned to resemble the abstract figure of a giraffe, it offers a 
comfortable, high backrest, but can also be ridden by the child and embraced by its long neck. In the other position, it 
resembles the stylised shape of a dog on which the child can sit using the "head" as a surface on which to play and draw 
or eat lunch or snack. 

Characteristics / suggested use





Name: Giro Kids collection

Code: UNS05

Designer: Ben van Berkel / UNStudio

GIRO KIDS COLLECTION

Children tableware 



Children tableware 

Product description

Dutch designer Ben Van Berkel, inspired by his personal experience as a parent facing his children's small but great achievements, 
is tackling the design of a children's collection for the first time. "Doraff" is a multifunctional seat that leaves room for their innate 
imagination and creativity; "Giro Kids" is a basic but complete children’s table set: plate, bowl, beaker and cutlery.  
The linear design of this children's table set encompasses a design that is sensitive to overcoming gender stereotypes. The colours of 
the various elements of the set leave room for children's tastes and imagination. Pink, light blue, yellow and other colours come 
together in a new way, making no reference to gender-specific shades.

Characteristics / suggested use

- A complete place setting for children's meals, consisting of a plate, bowl and beaker.
- Designed to meet the needs of children, for that fundamental path that develops their independence and autonomy, as they
relate to others at the table as though they are playing a game.
- Colourful, durable and easy to handle. Ideal for children who are learning to eat by themselves.
- A non-slip silicone ring on the bottom makes the three elements stable and muffles any noise when they are put down.
- The truncated cone shape of the beaker makes it easier to grip; the slightly flared rim makes contact with the lips pleasant.
- Proposed in two sets with soft, satin-finish colours; each element in the set is a different colour
- Designed for children, dedicated to their imagination and natural playfulness.
- Proposed in original packaging that features the effect of the place setting seen from above: a colourful series of concentric
circles
- The Giro Kids collection also includes a cutlery set, sold separately.
- All the items are food safe as they are completely Bisphenol A (BPA) free.
- Made with a material with excellent thermal performance, the set can contain foods and liquids at temperatures between -10°
and +110°C.
- Dishwasher safe, at a maximum temperature of 60°C; it is advisable to place the items of the set in the top rack.
When washing by hand, do not use abrasive substances or sponges and dry with a soft cloth.
- Unsuitable for use in microwave and traditional ovens

UNS05S1 UNS05S2



Technical notes

UNS05S1 Giro Kids collection Children tableware in melamine: dining plate, bowl, tumbler. 
UNS05S2 Giro Children tableware in melamine: dining plate, bowl, tumbler.

Metaproject notes

Giro Kids collection tableware uses bright and contrasting colors that have an instant appeal to children. Expanding upon 
the primary colours usually used in children’s products, the “Giro Kids” set comprises a plate, bowl and cup in colours ranging 
from coral red to azure blue, from which children can make combinations, or claim their favourite as their own. The gentle 
curves and wide edges enable easy grip, while antislip rubber rings anchor the tableware to any surface, helping to avoid 
messy mealtimes. BPA free and made from melamine, “Giro Kids collection” provides safe children’s tableware.
Ben van Berkel



Children cutlery set

- A set of cutlery consisting of knife, fork and spoon
- Ergonomic and easy to handle, with rounded shapes that respect children's gums and mouth, leaving them free to learn in
complete safety.
- Functional details designed to adapt to children's needs. The fork has rounded tips and wide prongs, with a slightly cupped
shape, similar to that of a spoon. The knife has a rounded tip and a blunt blade.
- Ideal for children who are learning to eat by themselves.
- The Giro kids collection also includes a table set - consisting of a plate, bowl and beaker - sold separately.
- All items are proposed in original packaging in the colours of the table set.
- Made of 18/10 stainless steel, a material that has always prioritised energy saving, recycling and sustainability. Its production
requires very little energy. It is also an extremely durable material, ensuring the longevity and resistance of the products. Lastly, it
can be fully recycled and reintegrated into the production cycle.
- Dishwasher safe

Product description

Dutch designer Ben Van Berkel, inspired by his personal experience as a parent facing his children's small but great 
achievements, is tackling the design of a children's collection for the first time. "Doraff" is a multifunctional seat that leaves room for 
their innate imagination and creativity; "Giro Kids" is a basic but complete children’s table set: plate, bowl, beaker and cutlery. 

The cutlery design reproduces that designed for the Giro service, presented in 2017 and characterised by one of the distinctive 
elements of the UNStudio constructions: the propeller. The cutlery is shaped by a line that dynamically starts from the handle and 
rises along the body. An ergonomic profile that gradually emerges in a shape that incorporates a movement. However, this cutlery 
for children is not simply a small-scale replica of that created for adults. Careful adaptation to the needs of very young children 
has made these the perfect tools for eating their first meals on their own. 

Characteristics / suggested use

Technical notes

UNS06S3 Giro Kids collection Children cutlery set in 18/10 stainless steel. Fork, knife, spoon.
cm 15 / 6”



FOOD À PORTER 



Name: Food à porter

Code: SA03 

Designer: Sakura Adachi

FOOD À PORTER

Lunch pot



Lunch pot

Food à porter is a collection of food and beverage containers that allows you to carry your lunch with you to eat it 
wherever you want. Designed by Japanese designer Sakura Adachi just like fashion accessories, Food à porter containers 
have a refined design, characterised by meticulously defined colours, details and finishes. The name expresses precisely this 
dual nature, the functional aspect and the strong aesthetic value envisioned by the designer for the objects in this original 
collection.

The collection includes a Lunch box, designed in 2018, to which a Lunch pot, a thermal bottle and a set of cutlery with 
case are being added in 2020.

Characteristics / suggested use

- The lunch box comprises two PBT thermoplastic resin containers, plus two lids with silicone seals. A removable cooling
element is positioned between the two containers. ((fig.1) The set is completed with a silicone band for transport.
- The thermoplastic resin used to make the containers is food safe. Odourless, tasteless and totally Bisphenol A (BPA) free.
100% recyclable
- The lids press onto the containers.
- The two containers screw together. A small thread allows the two containers to be screwed together, ensuring perfect
coupling. (fig.3)
- The capacity of the top container is 200 ml, with the lower container holding 500 ml. (fig.2)
- The cooling element can maintain the temperature for about 4 hours.
- The outer surface of the top container is glossy, while the lower container has a matt finish. The interior surface of both
containers is glossy.
- The alternation of glossy and matt finishes on the surfaces of the containers is a tribute by the designer to the ancient
Japanese tradition for the use of lacquers and enhances the formal sophistication of these objects
- The glossy inner surface makes it easier to clean the containers
- Equipped with a silicone strap that ends in a handle allowing you to carry the Lunch pot like a handbag.
- Spacious, compact and extremely versatile thanks to the presence of two lids and the possibility to insert the cooling
element, the Lunch pot can be used to carry and consume a variety of foods: salads, yoghurt and cereals, pasta, soups...
- If warming your food, the containers are suitable for microwave heating only.
- The lids have a small opening, closed by a silicone cap. The lids indicate the time and power limits applicable when
using the microwave: a time of no more than 3 minutes and a maximum power of 500.
- Before placing the containers in the microwave, the cap must be opened so that the steam produced can escape during
heating. The cap can also be opened to make it easier to remove the lid that hermetically seals the container. (fig.4)
- On the base of the bottom container, there are symbols to indicate performance: suitable for food contact, dishwasher
safe, suitable for microwave use.
- Available in four colour versions: red, grey or yellow containers and band; or light blue containers with pink band.
- The lids in all four versions are grey
- The containers are dishwasher safe, as long as they are placed in the upper rack so that they do not come into contact
with the heating elements. The silicone band must be washed by hand using a neutral detergent.
Do not use abrasive sponges or detergents when washing by hand.
- The ideal accessory for lunch in the office, at school or outdoors. A perfect companion for those who prefer to eat food
prepared at home or who have to follow a special diet.

Product description



Technical notes

SA03 AZ Food à porter Two-compartment lunch pot in thermoplastic resin, light blue.     
SA03 G Food à porter Two-compartment lunch pot in thermoplastic resin, grey. 
SA03 R Food à porter LTwo-compartment lunch pot in thermoplastic resin, red. 
SA03 Y Two-compartment lunch pot in thermoplastic resin, yellow.
cl 50 – Ø cm 11 – h cm 15 / 17 ¾ oz – Ø 4¼” – h 6”

Metaproject notes

Living in a hectic lifestyle, a little break is an essential moment not only to refresh and re-energize yourself but also to keep 
you in good shape. Take your favorite food from home with Food àPorter collection, eat and drink healthily on the go 
wherever you are at work, at the park or even on the journey to your destination.
Their sleek and stylish look and clutch bag like forms let you feel free to carry your food from home. Food à Porter products 
also blends well with your professional look and personal items.
Sakura Adachi

fig. 2

fig. 3 fig 4fig. 1



Name: Food à porter

Code: SA05

Designer: Sakura Adachi

FOOD À PORTER 

Thermo insulated bottle 



Thermo insulated bottle 

Product description

Food à porter is a collection of food and beverage containers that allows you to carry your lunch with you to eat it wherever you 
want. Designed by Japanese designer Sakura Adachi just like fashion accessories, Food à porter containers have a refined design, 
characterised by meticulously defined colours, details and finishes. The name expresses precisely this dual nature, the functional 
aspect and the strong aesthetic value envisioned by the designer for the objects in this original collection.

The collection includes a Lunch box, designed in 2018, to which a Lunch pot, a thermal bottle and a set of cutlery with case are 
being added in 2020.

Characteristics / suggested use
- Comprised of a container and a cap. The container has a double wall made of steel, with no air inside, ensuring the thermal 
insulation of the drink contained in it. The cap is made of 100% recyclable PBT thermoplastic resin, which is food safe as it is 
completely Bisphenol A (BPA) free.
- A seal and the thread ensure the hermetic closure of the bottle. Hermetic closure preserves the taste and aroma of the drink, also 
avoiding the dispersion of the liquid contained in it.
- The steel container is coloured with a matt finish, while the plastic cap is glossy. The alternation of glossy and matt finishes on the 
surfaces of the containers is a tribute by the designer to the ancient Japanese tradition for the use of lacquers and enhances the formal 
sophistication of these objects
- The thermal bottle has a capacity of 500 ml
- Suitable for maintaining the temperature of both hot and cold drinks for a long time (fig.1)
- The neck of the bottle is designed so that drips do not run down it when pouring out your drinks.
- Easy to open, even with just one hand. Practical and compact.
- Easy to clean, the bottle is dishwasher safe while the thermoplastic resin lid. Hand washable, with lukewarm water, non-abrasive 
sponge and detergent
- Perfect to carry around your favourite drink with you, when travelling, at the office, wherever you like.
- Suitable for those who are always on the move: the hermetic closure makes it practical and safe to carry.
- The bottle is not designed to preserve baby food or for drinks made with hot milk. Use with these contents for a limited amount of 
time only, to avoid bacteria spreading, and clean thoroughly after use.
- The bottle is provided with a stainless steel filter, to flavour beverages (fig.2)

Technical notes

SA05 LAZ Food à porter Double wall thermo insulated bottle in coloured 18/10 stainless steel and thermoplastic resin, light blue. Infuser and
strainer in 18/10 stainless steel.
SA05 G Food à porter Double wall thermo insulated bottle in coloured 18/10 stainless steel and thermoplastic resin, grey. Infuser and
strainer in 18/10 stainless steel.
SA05 R  Double wall thermo insulated bottle in coloured 18/10 stainless steel and thermoplastic resin, red. Infuser and strainer in 18/10 
stainless steel.
SA05 Y  Food à porter Double wall thermo insulated bottle in coloured 18/10 stainless steel and thermoplastic resin, jaune. Infuser and
strainer in 18/10 stainless steel.
cl 50 - Ø cm 7,5 – h 23 / 17 ¾ oz – Ø 3” – h 9”

Metaproject notes

The bottle, created primarily for water from an ecological point of view, has two steel walls enclosing an air cavity between
them providing thermal insulation properties that maintain both hot and cold drinks at the desired temperature for a long time.
Sakura Adachi

fig. 1

fig. 2



Travel cutlery set

Product description

Food à porter is a collection of food and beverage containers that allows you to carry your lunch with you to eat it 
wherever you want. Designed by Japanese designer Sakura Adachi just like fashion accessories, Food à porter containers 
have a refined design, characterised by meticulously defined colours, details and finishes. The name expresses precisely this 
dual nature, the functional aspect and the strong aesthetic value envisioned by the designer for the objects in this original 
collection.

The collection includes a Lunch box, designed in 2018, to which a Lunch pot, a thermal bottle and a set of cutlery with 
case are being added in 2020.

Characteristics / suggested use

- Cutlery set contained in a case, comprised of knife, fork and spoon.
- The cutlery is made of 18/10 stainless steel
- The pieces of cutlery are held together with a silicone ring (fig.1)
- Slightly smaller in size, the cutlery has been designed to adapt to the shape of the Food à Porter Lunch box and Lunch pot
containers. The curvature of the active part of the knife and spoon aligns with that of the bottom of the containers, making
the two cutlery items more effective in cutting and picking up food.
- The case, comprised of two shells held together by a hinge, is made of 100% recyclable PBT thermoplastic resin.
- A small recess on the side of the case makes it easy to open.
- The case is the same grey colour as the Lunch box and Lunch pot lids.
- The design and dimensions of the case allow it to fit perfectly inside the Lunch box (fig.2)
- The silicone ring that holds the three cutlery items together fits between two tabs inside the case.
- The case allows you to carry your own cutlery with you at all times, keeping it clean before use and preventing it from
getting dirty after it has been used.
The case allows you to keep your cutlery clean before use and avoid spreading food residues around after use. The case is
a transverse colour, the same colour as the lids, which is common to all sets.

Technical notes

SA04S3 G Food ò porter Travel cutlery set: spoon, fork, knife in 18/10 stainless steel. Case in thermoplastic resin, grey.

cm 16,5x5 – h cm 3,5 / 6 ½”x 2” – h 1 ½”

fig. 1

fig. 2



   Lunch box

Product description

Food à porter is a lunch box designed by Sakura Adachi as a fashion accessory: the name expresses both the function 
of the object and the stand-out aesthetic value desired/imagined by the designer for this product. A beautiful object, to 
be shown off, to be worn as a stylish bag.
In the project there are also two references to Japanese culture: those bento boxes where the lunch items are arranged in 
a careful and visually pleasing way; and the lacquered objects recalled by the alternation of glossy and opaque 
surfaces of the box's three containers.

Characteristics / suggested use

- The lunch box comprises three thermoplastic resin containers, plus two lids with silicone seals. The central container (0.5
litres) is larger than the side compartments (which are both 0.4 litres without their lids, smaller if the lids are used). The outer
surface of the two smaller containers is glossy, while the larger container has a matt finish. The interior surface of all three
containers is glossy.
- The three containers are held together by a silicone band available in two different versions. A single band that wraps the
three containers and allows you to store Food à Porter inside a bag or a backpack, or a double band that ends in two
handles and turns the lunch box into a handbag.
- Spacious, compact and extremely versatile, thanks to the division into three containers and the option to use the two sealed
lids provided, depending on the type of food you wish to carry: a sandwich with a yoghurt and a piece of fruit, pasta, rice ,
soup...
- If warming your food, the containers are suitable for microwave heating only. On the lids there is a small opening, closed
by a small silicone cap, marked with the maximum microwave times. Before placing the container into the microwave, the
cap must be opened so that the steam produced can escape during heating. The cap can also be opened to make it easier
to remove the lid that hermetically seals the container.
- On the base of the larger container, there are symbols to indicate performance: suitable for food contact, dishwasher safe,
suitable for microwave use...

Technical notes

SA02 Y Food à porter Three-compartment lunch box in thermoplastic resin, yellow. 

cl 125 – cm 19x10 – h cm 13,5 / 1 qt 10 ¾ oz – 7 ½”x4” – h 5 ¼”



Name: Dressed en plein air 

Code: MW72 - MW73 - MW74 

Designer: Marcel  Wanders

DRESSED EN PLEIN AIR 

Tableware



Tableware

Product description

Marcel Wanders' talent for decoration led to the creation in 2011 of the Dressed table service: plates, cutlery and glasses 
on which the decoration appears in the less obvious parts, a little off-centre, in a completely new and innovative way. The 
very name, “Dressed”, suggests a decoration, like a beautiful dress, designed to bring out the contents, without being 
overpowering. Over the years the series has been enriched with new collections, such as "Dressed in Wood" and "Dressed 
for x-mas", to which a version for outdoor use is added in 2020: “Dressed En Plein Air”. A set for outdoor or informal 
lunches, consisting of plates, serving elements, glasses and cutlery. 
Made with durable materials, "Dressed en plein air" is a collection aimed at the outdoor world, which answers the need to 
eliminate disposable plastic.

The "Dressed en plein air" collection consists of: dinner plate, soup plate, bowl, dessert plate, salad bowl, serving plate, 
mug, coffee cup and saucer; jug and glass; knife, fork, spoon and coffee spoon. 
. 

Technical notes

MW72/1 WG Dressed en plein air Dining plate in melamine with relief decoration, Warm Grey.  Ø cm 27,3 / Ø 10¾”. 4 pieces pack.
MW72/2 LG Dressed en plein air Soup bowl in melamine with relief decoration, Light Grey. Ø  cm 23,3 / Ø 9¼”. 4 pieces pack.
MW72/5 W Dressed en plein air Side plate in melamine with relief decoration, white. Ø cm 20, 5 / Ø 8”. 4 pieces pack.
MW72/22 LG Dressed en plein air Serving plate in melamine with relief decoration, Light Grey. cm 45x18,5 / 17 ¾”x 7 ¼”. 1 piece pack.
MW72/38 WG Dressed en plein air Salad bowl in melamine with relief decoration, Warm Grey.
cl 290 - Ø cm 29,5 – h cm 7,5 / 3 qt 2 ¼ oz – Ø 11 ½” – h 3”.1 piece pack.
MW72/54 W Dressed en plein air Dessert bowl in melamine with relief decoration, white. cl 22 – cm 13 – h cm 4 / 7 ¾ oz – Ø 5” – h 1 ½”.
4 pieces pack. 
MW72/76 LG Dressed en plein air Mocha cup in melamine with relief decoration, Light Grey. 
cl 7 – cm 7,5x5,5 – h cm 5,5 / 2 ½ oz – 3”x2 ¼” – h 2 ¼”. 4 pieces pack.
MW72/77 W Dressed en plein air Saucer for mocha cup in melamine with relief decoration, white  Ø cm 16 / Ø 6 ¼”. 4 pieces pack.
MW72/89 WG  Dressed en plein air Mug in melamine with relief decoration, Warm Grey.
cl 30 – cm 11x8 – h cm 9 / 10 ½ oz – 4 ¼”x 3 ¼” – h 3 ½”. 4 pieces pack.     
MW73/41 Dressed en plein air Glass in thermoplastic resin (PCTG). cl 30 – Ø cm 8 – h cm 11 / 10 ½ oz – Ø 3 ¼” – h 4 ¼”. 4 pieces pack.
MW73/3000 Dressed en plein air Pitcher in thermoplastic resin (PCTG). cl 100 – Ø cm 10,5 – h cm 27 / 1 qt 2 oz – Ø 4 ¼” – h 10 ¾”.1 piece 
pack.

MW72/1 WG MW72/2 LG MW72/54 W

MW72/5 W MW72/22 LG MW72/38 WG

MW72/76 LG         
MW72/77 W 

MW73/41 MW73/3000MW72/89 WG



Characteristics / suggested use

- A complete set with everything you need to serve and enjoy an outdoor lunch: on the terrace, in the garden, by the pool or on the
grass.
- Also ideal for buffets, catering and banqueting
- Elegantly designed elements. Perfect for a standing lunch, thanks to their particularly light weight. Safe, because they are made of
durable materials suitable for contact with food.
- The cutlery and serving plates are made of melamine. It is a material with excellent thermal performance, suitable for both hot and
cold food.
- The cutlery and the items in the set of plates reproduce the design of the Dressed collection. The dinner plate, for example, is
decorated on the visible side of the edge, while the soup plate is decorated on the underside and on the bottom, so that it can be
noticed only when you touch the plate.
- The serving plate has been designed especially for this set; with slightly raised sides, it can also be used to serve dishes
accompanied by a sauce or gravy.
- The elements of the set of plates and the tray come in four elegant shades of grey.
- The glass and jug are made of high-quality thermoplastic resin (PCTG), which is extremely transparent, brilliant and light but
resistant at the same time. PCGT offers excellent thermal performance (from -40° to +90°) and is 100% recyclable.
- The design of the glass reproduces the water glass of the first Dressed series, while the jug has been created especially for this set.
- The jug has a capacity of one litre.
- All the items in the Dressed en plein air collection are food safe as they are completely Bisphenol A (BPA) free.
- The plates can be sold to the public individually
- The glasses are sold individually
- All items in the Dressed en plein air series are dishwasher safe, at a maximum temperature of 60°C; it is advisable to place the
items of the set in the top rack.
- Unsuitable for use in microwave and traditional ovens

Metaproject notes

Inherently festive, this collection moves away from ceramic to stand on its own with chic cutlery and a pattern both on the bottom 
and within the frame of several pieces. Designed in a declination of warm grey colour, it’s perfect for any outdoor occasion – 
whether set beside a swimming pool, a garden, or in the backyard during a sunset dinner.

Time at the table with friends and family becomes a celebration when the table is dressed properly. This set is special in the way
it delights with younger, lighter, more accessible and romantic design.
Marcel Wanders



DRESSED EN PLEIN AIR

Cutlery set

Name: Dressed en plein air 

Code: MW74

Designer: Marcel  Wanders



Cutlery set

Characteristics / suggested use

- The cutlery and serving plates are made of melamine. It is a material with excellent thermal performance, suitable for both 
hot and cold food.
- The knife blade is plain.
- The cutlery is matt black and available in sets of 4 and 16 pieces.

Technical notes

MW74S4 B Dressed en plein air
Cutlery set composed of: one table spoon, one table knife, one table fork, one coffee spoon in melamine with relief decoration, black.
MW74S16 Dressed en plein air
Cutlery set composed of: 4 table spoons, 4 table knives, 4 table forks, 4 coffee spoons in melamine with relief decoration, black.

Metaproject notes

Inherently festive, this collection moves away from ceramic to stand on its own with chic cutlery and a pattern both on the bottom 
and within the frame of several pieces. Designed in a declination of warm grey colour, it’s perfect for any outdoor occasion – 
whether set beside a swimming pool, a garden, or in the backyard during a sunset dinner.

Time at the table with friends and family becomes a celebration when the table is dressed properly. This set is special in the way
it delights with younger, lighter, more accessible and romantic design.
Marcel Wanders



Name: Plico

Code: RS11

Designer: Richard Sapper

PLICO

Trolley



Trolley

Product description

Designed by Richard Sapper in the 1970s, the "Plico" trolley is one of the lesser known, though more representative, projects 
from this unforgettable artist's body of work. Sapper developed his projects starting from a problem that he identified in an 
existing object or from something that was missing: "I am always interested in doing something new, increasing our life tools. 
I am interested in designing new things that have their uses or make sense". And with "Plico" Sapper undoubtedly manages 
to increase the scope of our "domestic utensils". Easy to handle and extremely compact when folded, "Plico" can be used 
both as a food trolley and as a bed or sofa table. With one simple movement, the top flips over and the trolley is completely 
transformed. The top becomes slightly protruding with respect to the body of the trolley, turning into a surface for working or 
eating a meal. 

Characteristics / suggested use

- The trolley structure is made of black painted iron. The trays are in matt black thermoplastic resin.
- A timeless furnishing accessory with a transformist soul: a food trolley that becomes a bed or sofa table
- One object, three functions: a food trolley that can be transformed into a bed or sofa table
- One of Richard Sapper's little designer masterpieces, an absolute object where form and function are in perfect harmony
- Small but spacious The particular distance between the two surfaces makes it possible to place bottles, fruit bowls or other
containers for medium-sized foodstuffs on the lower one.
- Easy to handle and easy to use: with one simple movement the trolley turns into a practical bed or sofa table.
- Ideal for enjoying a meal in bed or in front of the television, or for using a laptop comfortably seated in an armchair or on the
sofa
- The trolley's two surfaces are wide, with a containing rim. When the upper surface is turned upside down, it creates a large
supporting surface, ideal for using a laptop or arranging dishes and food
- The articulated front wheels make the movement of the trolley fluid and perfectly controllable.
- A brake positioned on the rear wheels ensures stability when the trolley is stationary and facilitates closing operations
- Easy to close: just hold the top surface and lift it towards you and the trolley folds.
- Once folded, the trolley occupies minimal space, allowing it to be placed behind a door or between two pieces of kitchen
furniture. The brakes on the rear wheels make the trolley free-standing when closed.
- We recommend cleaning the shelves with a non-abrasive cloth and non-abrasive detergent

Technical notes

RS11 B Plico Folding trolley in steel coloured with epoxy resin, black. Shelves in polyurethane 
cm 86x46 – h cm 78 / 33¾”x18” – h 30¾”



NUNZIATELLA

Mozzarella storage and serving set

Name: Nunziatella

Code: ESI23

Designer: Emma Silvestris  

Consulenza Consorzio di Tutela Mozzarella di Bufala Campana DOP



- Comprised of a container with a lid made of white thermoplastic resin and a perforated ladle made of 18/10 stainless
steel.
- The exterior finish of the container is matt, while the interior is glossy.
- The generously sized container can hold a Mozzarella di Bufala Campana, up to the classic size of 500 grams,
immersed in its storage liquid, as required for the correct preservation of this extraordinary PDO product.
- The perforated ladle, incorporated in the container, allows the extraction of the mozzarella with the necessary care,
keeping the external part intact in order to avoid the delicious and distinctive buttermilk contained inside this unique and
special food from running out.
- “Nunziatella” is the first utensil designed specifically to preserve and serve Mozzarella di Bufala Campana properly.
- It is ideal for serving and storing Mozzarella di Bufala Campana. Perfect for fans of this cheese with its unmistakable
rounded, white shape and characteristic sweet and delicate taste.
- The container is washable with neutral detergent; dry with a soft cloth. The perforated ladle is dishwasher safe.

Metaproject notes

I thought of a case that would contain and preserve this precious product.
A dedicated object that aspires to tell the story of a thousand-year-old tradition expressed in contemporary style.
The drop, symbol of fertility and abundance, was the perfect way to tell this story.
Presented in various ways, it evokes the horns of the gentle buffaloes with their sweet eyes, and the whiteness of the drops of 
milk used to make mozzarella in the Campania region of Italy, the buttermilk that oozes out abundantly when you taste it, 
the storage liquid that ensures the fragrance and, last but not least, it resembles the soft shapes of DPO buffalo 
mozzarella. ... and why not, the shape of a very modern, funny Pulcinella, paying further tribute to the home place of 
mozzarella! 
Emma Silvestris

Product description

Mozzarella storage and 
serving set

“Nunziatella” is a set to serve and preserve mozzarella, designed by Emma Silvestris. Designed at the request and under 
the technical guidance of the Consorzio di Tutela Mozzarella di Bufala Campana DOP, with careful consideration of the 
functional details that allow the enjoyment of this exquisite product of the Italian gastronomic culture. A functional object, 
with a soft and evocative shape that resembles both a swollen drop of milk and the turned contours of the horns that 
distinguish Italian buffaloes. 

Characteristics / suggested use

Technical notes

ESI23 SET Mozzarella storage and serving set: fresh keeping container in thermoplastic resin, white and perforated ladle in 18/10 
stainless steel.
cl 120 – cm 22x22 – h cm 29 / 1 qt 9 oz – 8 ¾”x8 ¾” – h 11 ½”



Technical notes

ESI24 Nunziatella Perforated ladle in 18/10 stainless steel.    
cm 21,5  / 8 ½”



Name: Mattina

Code: BG03

Designer: BIG-GAME

MATTINA

Bread box 



Bread box 

Product description

The BIG-GAME design studio proposes a multi-purpose object designed to accompany a daily gesture, the consumption of 
bread, enhancing its ritual and convivial nature. "Mattina" is more than just a bread box, it is a container with a lid that is a 
practical chopping board designed for slicing bread in the best way possible without spreading crumbs across the table. It is a 
versatile object that can also be used to serve breakfast. 

With “Mattina” the BIG-GAME studio has designed a product for a convivial ritual, for a small daily ceremony to be shared 
with family, friends and those you love.  

Characteristics / suggested use

- Comprised of a steel container, furnace-painted with epoxy resin, and a bamboo chopping board which also serves as a lid.
- The side hole allows the limited passage of moisture that is necessary to maintain the fragrance of the bread.
- Bread is best stored in a paper or fabric bag before placing it in the bread box.
- Non-slip silicone feet placed on the base of the container ensure its stability.
- Multifunctional, it is also suitable for serving breakfast. The chopping board can be used as a tray on which to place cups,
creamer, sugar bowl or other things; while the container can be used to carry other breakfast foods, in addition to bread.
- Practical and easy to move thanks to the design of the upper part which features two comfortable handles
- The grooves on the top of the chopping board facilitate the collection and cleaning of crumbs.
- The shape of the lower part of the chopping board has been designed to fit perfectly onto the container so that it is stable and
safe even when used as a tray.
- You can leave the chopping board on top of the container when slicing bread, or you can place it on the table. Non-slip
silicone feet placed on the base of the chopping board ensure its stability when it is removed from the container and protect the
top it is placed on.
- Available in two colours, red and grey.
- Designed on the basis of the bakers’ recommendation to keep good bread wrapped in a piece of cloth or paper, and store it
in a metal box that is not hermetically sealed.
- For those who love the smell of freshly sliced bread, for home bakers who bake their own bread following a thousand different
recipes and for those who appreciate a healthy diet, made up of fresh and natural products. - “Mattina” is a practical and
versatile object, dedicated to conviviality, to the pleasure of eating while taking care of our well-being and that of those we
love.
- It is advisable to clean the container and chopping board with a damp cloth and dry them thoroughly afterwards.

Metaproject notes

Mattina is a handy bread box whose sturdy bamboo lid also works as a cutting board. Based on bakers’ recommendations to keep 
bread wrapped in a piece of cloth or paper, and store it in a container that is not hermetically sealed, we designed a perforated 
metal box that controls humidity and helps maintain freshness. Its handles make it easy to carry and bring good bread to the table 
for sharing, an essential part of a good meal.

BIG-GAME



Technical notes

BG03 WG Mattina Bread box in steel coloured with epoxy resin, Warm Grey with cutting board in bamboo wood.  
BG03 R Mattina Bread box in steel coloured with epoxy resin, red with cutting board in bamboo wood.
cm 34x21 – h cm 14 / 13 ½”x8 ¼” – h 5 ½”



Name: edo

Code: PU309

Designer: Patricia Urquiola

EDO

Asparagus steamer



Asparagus steamer

Product description

Designed by Patricia Urquiola, Edo saucepans constitute a blend of different cultural references and formal suggestions. A 
wealth and variety that the designer addresses with a fun and playful approach, a combination of references that brings to mind 
the very essence of cooking: the mixing of different ingredients to create dishes. Edo is the former name of Tokyo and the 
reference to Japan for this project originates from a crockery set that Patricia Urquiola uses in her own kitchen. She purchased 
these saucepans in Japan, and their simple, graceful design was the source of inspiration for the Edo series. The designer's idea 
was to soften an industrial production project with certain features which would defuse the strict rules set by mass production: in 
particular, the slight flaring of the pots and the design of the handles recalling ribbons pinned to the body of the pans. The 
shape of the handles does not at all look as though it has been produced industrially, but instead crafted by hand. The name 
Edo also brings to mind the Latin term "edere", in other words "to eat", and it further expresses that encounter between different 
cultures that has inspired the entire project. The concave shape of the lids and the knob they are fitted with somewhat reminds 
the observer of a beret sitting on a work surface: a reminder of Patricia Urquiola's Basque origins. 

This series is also rich in the assortment available: Edo features multiple types of pan, available in various sizes and materials, so 
you can choose the utensil that best suits your particular kind of cooking. 

Characteristics / suggested use

- A high-sided, narrow, cylindrical pot with basket and lid. Made of 18/10 stainless steel. The pot and lid feature a polished
exterior finish with a satin finish on the inside.
- The handles, which are welded to the body of the asparagus steamer, are made of precision cast 18/10 steel with a bronze
PVD finish. TIG welding is used to secure the handles, ensuring top quality attachment and durability.
- The shape of the handles, which recall ribbons pinned to the body of the steamer, has a functional as well as decorative
purpose: it mitigates the transferral of heat, allowing a secure grip without any contact with the pot itself. Nevertheless, the use
of pot holders or oven gloves is recommended to guarantee total heat protection
- This utensil is ideal for cooking asparagus. It enables boiling to absolute perfection. The asparagus is placed vertically inside
the basket, leaving the tips pointing upward, outside the water.
- Once cooked, the comfortable handle on the basket allows extraction from the pot and easy removal of the asparagus, ready
to be enjoyed or used to create one of the many dishes that contain this delicious vegetable.
- Ideal for asparagus lovers and for those who appreciate its excellent nutritional qualities. Rich in fibre, vitamins and mineral
salts, no healthy, natural detox diet would be complete without asparagus.
- Dishwasher-safe

Technical notes

PU309 edo Asparagus steamer with basket and lid in 18/10 stainless steel. Handles in 18/10 stainless steel with PVD coating, brown.
Magnetic steel bottom suitable for induction cooking.
cl 400 – cm 25,5x17,5 – h cm 26,5 / 4 qt 7 ½ oz – 10”x7” – h 10 ½”
Metaproject notes

The Alessi catalogue, conceived as a sort of encyclopedia of the domestic world, has been expanded with a new typology,
the Asparagus Steamer. Also useful for cooking all types of vegetables, it rounds out the successful series of “Edo” cookware designed by 
Patricia Urquiola.



ALESSI edo 
design Patricia Urquiola 



Name: Barkoffee

Code: BM12

Designer:  Michel Boucquillon & Donia Maaoui

BARKOFFEE
Press filter coffee maker



Press filter coffee maker 
Product description

- Comprised of a heat resistant glass container, housed in an 18/10 stainless steel structure with lid, available in polished
or black finishes, complete with filter.
- The steel structure is manufactured at the factory in Crusinallo, Omegna, and, like the other items in this collection,
demonstrates Alessi's skill in processing this metal. The steel sheet is cut and perforated by laser in a sequence of steps, then
moulded to fit the heat resistant glass container.
- The preparation of filter coffee requires boiling water to be poured directly onto ground coffee. Hence the need for a filter
capable of retaining the grinds when the coffee is ready.
- Ideal for those who appreciate brewed coffee that is long but intense. Its characteristics make it perfect for preparing other
drinks that require brewing too.
- The press filter coffee maker allows the preparation of coffee with a particular taste, different not only from espresso, but
also from coffee made using the Melitta system (with paper filters) or with the Neapolitan coffee maker: by allowing you to
dose the quantity of ground coffee and water to suit personal preference, it gives you your favourite strength coffee every
time.
- For an enjoyable break, sipping a hot, steaming cup of coffee.
- Capacity: 8 cups
- The glass container is easily removed from the steel structure, simplifying cleaning operations.
- The various parts of the coffee maker can be washed separately under warm running water. Dry thoroughly. The glass
container is dishwasher safe. It is advisable to dismantle the filter from time to time to clean it, washing its parts thoroughly
under running water.

Technical notes

BM12/8 Barkoffee Press filter coffee maker or infuser in 18/10 stainless steel and heat resistant glass. 8 cups.
BM12/8 B Barkoffee Press filter coffee maker or infuser in steel coloured with epoxy resin, black and heat resistant glass. 8 cups. 
cl 72 – cm 15x10 – h cm 17 / 25 ½ oz – 6”x4” – h 6 ¾”

Metaproject notes

The perforated steel structure lets you see the colour of the drink (coffee, tea, infusions) as it becomes more and more intense
with the passage of time. Among the skyscrapers of our metropolises, a simple gesture like pressing a filter becomes a
pleasant ritual that refers to a natural and relaxing dimension. 
Michel Boucquillon

Designed by Michel Boucquillon and Donia Maaoui, the “Bark” collection was inaugurated in 2015 with the namesake 
centrepiece. The designers drew their inspiration from their home, Casa Boucquillon: it is a place for experimentation, 
meditation and work where they can live in synch with nature. The perforated pattern of the “Bark” range recalls the bark 
on the trees that surround the house. The result is a strongly poetic collection where every individual object proves to be, 
either in shape or in function, in continuous and harmonious dialogue with nature.

The Bark collection - which comprises a centrepiece, baskets, kitchen roll holder, flower vase and Christmas decorations - 
now has a new addition: a press filter coffee maker.  

Characteristics / suggested use



Name: Firebird

Code: GV34

Designer: Guido Venturini

FIREBIRD

Electric arc lighter 



Electric arc lighter 

Techinical notes 
GV34 GD Firebird 2.0 Electric arc lighter in thermoplastic resin with PVD coating, gold. Rechargeable. 
GV34 B Firebird 2.0 Electric arc lighter in thermoplastic resin, black. Rechargeable.
GV34 P Firebird 2.0 Electric arc lighter in thermoplastic resin, pink. Rechargeable. 
cm 10x5 – h cm 26

Metaproject notes

I am very pleased with this new version. The first release was very successful, although somewhat criticised. Since
then, testosterone has never been luckier ... “Firebird”, with its new spark, heads off carefree along its merry way towards
creative horizons, heir to Hermes, Shiva and all the honours paid to fertility in all the peoples of the earth in human history.
Good luck for the second time! 
Guido Venturini

Product description

The Firebird gas lighter was created in 1993 following a design workshop to investigate the communicative dimension of 
objects, their ability to inspire, intrigue and amuse people, in a word, to relate to them. With its educated but, nevertheless, 
explicit, erotic allusion, at the time it generated a lot of criticism in the more puritanical environments, both inside and outside the 
design world. Over the years it became a real pop icon and, when it went out of production, it was obsessively sought after by 
collectors, ready to invest quite considerable sums of money to have it in their collections. 

Almost thirty years after its first appearance, Alessi proposes a reissue that expands its use: Firebird 2.0, presented in 2020, is 
an electric arc lighter that supplies enough heat to light a cigarette, a candle or whatever. 

Characteristics / suggested use

- Electric arc lighter, made of black or pink thermoplastic resin with aluminium head, and of thermoplastic resin with aluminium
head with gold PVD coating.
- Electric arc lighters are rechargeable lighters that work without the use of flammable liquids and without generating a real flame,

but by producing a small electric arc that provides the heat necessary to light a cigarette, candle, gas burner or the paper in a
fireplace. The electric arc is generated by the difference in potential created between two electrodes fitted on the lighter.
- Equipped with a safety switch that allows you to turn it off when not in use.
- Powered by a rechargeable lithium battery
- A USB port on the base of the lighter enables charging. Sold together with a power cable equipped with a micro usb socket
- Available in three colours: pink, black and glossy PVD gold
- A small domestic sculpture, pop and ironic, to be left on display and used when necessary.
- A 20th century pop design icon, re-proposed in a technologically upgraded version
- Perfect for lighting candles, even when the wick is very short
- Useful for lighting a fireplace, gas burners, barbecues, etc.



Name: Taboo

Code: SBA01

Designer: LPWK - Silvia Barile

TABOO

Cigarette set



Cigarette set

Taboo is a cigarette set designed by LPWK and Silvia Barile. Moved by an innate curiosity for objects and their 
relationship with those who use them, Silvia Barile is a young Italian designer who completed her training in Denmark, 
honing her talent for finding design solutions that cleverly combine functionality and aesthetics in order to improve people's 
daily lives. With LPWK she has designed this small object which intercepts the rising popularity of a more conscious 
approach towards smoking, especially among young people, who tend to replace industrial cigarettes with roll-your-own 
cigarettes, made with good loose tobacco chosen in a tobacconist's.

Characteristics / suggested use

- It consists of two 18/10 stainless steel shells lined with dark grey thermoplastic resin.
- The inside is designed to practically accommodate tobacco, papers and filters. One shell contains two small niches: one, closed
with a thermoplastic resin flap, holds the filters and the other contains the papers. The space in the second shell holds the tobacco
and is closed with a flat lid made of 18/10 stainless steel, held shut by two small magnets on the inner edge.
- When taking out the tobacco, the small stainless steel door stays open, held by a magnet in the opposite shell. This facilitates the
operation because, as there is no need to hold the container open, the hands are free to easily extract the required amount of
tobacco.
- Opening and closing are facilitated by two tabs. A magnet ensures the closure of the two shells, allowing safe carrying of the set in
a pocket or bag.
- It would be best to give up smoking, but for those who simply cannot live without their cigarettes, Taboo is the perfect partner to
develop a more conscious and contained consumption. Cigarettes made with loose tobacco create a different relationship with
smoking, which is "slow" and less compulsive. Moreover, the amount of tobacco used to roll a cigarette is half that contained in an
industrial one.
- Practical and elegant thanks to a highly sophisticated, simple design, further enhanced by the polished stainless steel exterior.
- The lid that holds the tobacco inside the box can also be used as a handbag mirror.
- “Taboo” is part of the “Objets-Bijoux” collection, with the special packaging that characterises this series of objects

Product description

Techinical notes 
SBA01 Taboo Cigarette set in 18/10 stainless steel and thermoplastic resin. 
cm 10x7,7 – h cm 4,3  / 4”x3” – h 1 ¾”

Metaproject notes
This object represents the intention of giving quality and rituality to those who love smoking. It is an alternative proposal to the neurotic 
gesture of compulsive consumption typical of the industrially-manufactured package. It refers to a more meditative, conscious, slow 
consumption, where it is possible to choose the quality of the tobacco and gather all the accessories together in an elegant and functional 
object that is equally suitable for both the home and purse.
Laura Polinoro



Name: Trinity

Code: ACO01 - ACO02 - ACO03 - ACO04 

Designer: Adam Cornish

TRINITY 

Centrepiece, Basket,

Fruit bowl, Citrus basket 



Centrepiece, Basket, 
Fruit bowl, Citrus basket 

Technical notes

ACO01 B Trinity Centrepiece in steel coloured with epoxy resin, black. Ø cm 43 – h cm 10 / / Ø 17” – h 4”
ACO02 B Trinity Basket in steel coloured with epoxy resin, black. Ø cm 26 – h cm 7 / Ø 10 ¼” – h 2 ¾”
ACO03 B Trinity Fruit bowl in steel coloured with epoxy resin, black. Ø cm 33 – h cm 8 / Ø 13” – h 3 ¼”
ACO04 B  Trinity  Citrus basket in steel coloured with epoxy resin, black.
ACO04/12 B Ø cm 26 – h cm 12 / Ø 10 ¼” – h 4 ¾”
ACO04/16 B Ø cm 33 – h cm 16,5 / Ø 13” – h 6 ½”

Metaproject notes

The new version of the Trinity family of containers, in matte black, further highlights their graphic lines and 
sinuous shapes.
Adam Cornish
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